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Considerations For 
Beef Handling Facilities
Size and space requirements for cattle handling 
facilities vary depending on the size of cattle a 
rancher is handling.
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DIMENSIONS BY CATTLE WEIGHT

Space per head, ft2 14 17 20
Pen fence height, in 60 60 60
Post spacing, ft 8 8 8
Post depth in ground, in 30 30 30

Space per head, ft2 6 10 12
Post spacing, ft 4-6 4-6 4-6
Solid wall height, in 45 50 50-60

Width, in 18 22 28

Width inside at bottom, in 15 16 18

Minimum length, ft 20 20 20

Width at 4 ft height, in 18 22 28

Length, minimum ft 20 20 20

Post spacing, ft 7 7 7

Post depth in ground, in 36-48 36-48 36-48

Solid wall height, in 54-60 54-60 54-60

Top rail height for gentle cattle, in 54-60 54-60 54-60

Top rail height for aggressive cattle 60-72 60-72 60-72

Height, in 45 50 50

Straight sides width, in 18 22 28

V-shaped sides width at bottom, in 6-8 8-12 14-16

Length including head gate, ft 5 5-8 5-8

Width, in 26 26 26-30

Minimum length, ft 12 12 12

Minimum rise, in/ft 3.5 3.5 3.5

Spacing of 1-in X 2in cleats, in 8 8 8

Trailer ramp height 15 15 15

Pickup truck ramp height 28 28 28

Large truck ramp height 40 40 40

Tractor-trailer ramp height 48 48 48

Double-deck trailer ramp height 100 100 100

SIZE/SPACE ITEM <600lb 600-1,200lb >1,200lb



Want to go deeper? This resource from Mississippi State University Extension offers more guidelines and suggestions 
for pens, chutes, alleys, loading ramps, flooring, roofing and other details to consider for new or existing facilities. 

Construction Considerations
Commercially available cattle handling facility components that just 
need incorporation into a facility layout are one option for producers. 

Cattle operations can also construct facilities from their own designs 
and materials. Highway guard rails, railroad timbers, rough sawn 
lumber and recycled grain bin panels are some examples of materials 
that can be used. 

Use this order for successful construction:
 1. Start by drawing a basic facilities layout including
  dimensions. 

 2. Physically measure and mark outside perimeters at the
  prospective construction site. Check and recheck
  measurements to ensure accuracy. 

 3. Use flags, stakes, chalk or paint to outline the facilities
  design on the site. Adjust the location or design of the
  layout as appropriate before finalizing construction plans. 

 4. Begin the construction sequence by doing any dirt work
  needed to raise or level the construction site. 

 5. Proceed with setting the sturdy hinge post for the crowding
  pen gate. Then hang the crowding pen gate. 

 6. Set the posts for the crowding pen wall using the gate as a
  guide. Allow adequate space for the pen panels between
  the gate edge and the inside edge of the posts. 

 7. Finish setting all posts in the crowding pen area including
  the opening into the alley. Once the posts are set, a
  concrete slab or other surface can be applied throughout
  the facility.

 8. Proceed in a logical construction sequence for the
  rest of the main cattle handling area, holding pens and
  other facilities. Work off the crowding pen site to minimize the
  risk of measurement errors and the various facility
  components not joining together properly. 
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https://extension.msstate.edu/sites/default/files/publications/publications/p2787_0.pdf

